Evaluation Summary
CONSTRUCTION SITE STORMWATER INSPECTOR WORKSHOP
San Mateo, CA

Wednesday, April 23, 2014

CLASSROOM SESSION 25 Evaluations
1. Overview of Requirements in Provision C.6 of the MRP – Given by Peter Schultze-Allen,
EOA/SMCWPPP Program
Very Useful

8

Somewhat Useful

17

Not useful

Comments:
Good job.
Not everyday examples. Don’t just read slides. Monotone.
Seemingly uninspired presentation: Differentiation between C.3 and C.6 helpful.
Good basic review of C.6 MRP.
2. Statewide Construction General Permit: What Does Municipal Staff Need to Know Given by Kristin Kerr, EOA/SMCWPPP Program
Very Useful

15

Somewhat Useful

9

Not useful

Comments:
Good job.
Useful information.
Very helpful layout of federal, state, and local regulatory processes.
Lots of good information.
Good info/history.
3. Municipal Experience Complying with the Statewide Construction General Permit and
MRP – Group Discussion
Very Useful

8

Somewhat Useful

13

Not useful 2

Comments:
Not enough participation.
Good job.
No discussion took place.
Like this! Good break and chance for group interaction.
Please submit at the end of the workshop. Thank You for Your Comments!

Inadequate context in local examples; lacking participation.
Lots of good info.
4. Temporary Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Construction Sites - Given by David
Franklin, EnviroTech NPDES Services
Very Useful

20

Somewhat Useful

5

Not useful

Comments:
Slower presentation, less slides to understand to BMPs, controls, and explanations.
Very engaging, kept my attention the examples were very helpful and useful.
Too long of presentation > 1.5 hours. David was in a hurry, while going thru the
presentation, but overall did a good job.
Rushed through background info. Would have been helpful to give a brief overview of
BMPs - definition purpose etc.
Good job.
Makes a dry subject. Somewhat new/exciting, great communication
skills/enthusiasm/audience connection.
Very knowledgeable. Training approach excellent. Thinking outside the obvious. Great
insight. I learned a totally new perspective and I will use inspect erosion measures w/new
outlook. Thank you.
Great examples and scenario descriptions.
Great slides, great presenter. Best SMCWPPP presentation on erosion control’s BMPs
yet.
Good speaker and very knowledgeable about BMPs.
General Comments:
Useful and beneficial to gain greater level and understanding regarding SWPPP.
Good job.
Time too late for lunch.
This is the first SWPPP training that I, as a Building Inspector, has gained knowledge
that can be sued in the field.

Please submit at the end of the workshop. Thank You for Your Comments!

FIELD SESSION

16 Evaluations

1. Temporary Control Measures: Field Demonstration – Given by David Franklin,
EnviroTech NPDES Services
Very Useful

14

Somewhat Useful

2

Not useful

Comments:
Really found Mr. Franklin to be extremely knowledgeable and entertaining!
2. Did this training meet your expectations?

Yes:

16

No:

3. What parts of the training were most useful to you?
Proper ways of installation.
All of it.
Everything.
Examples/product info.
The various products and seeing the applications being used on site. The correct uses of the
products.
All.
Temp. BMP slides and field demo.
The new products.
Every.
Presentation regarding temporary BMPs by David.
Visual display.
Temporary BMP for construction sites.
Explaining various BMPs. Applications and when most appropriate.
Actual field visit to see various components in place. Discussion format.
Actually seeing the things mentioned during the classroom.
Less so the “new products” part (useful buy was too long) more the on-site visual evaluation.
4. What would have made this training more useful?
Practical experience.
More time; more examples of poor installation.
More products?
More proper application Type vs. Situations.
Nothing.
Slides could have been a bit bigger. Cannot read the handouts and slide presentations are a
bit blurry.
More BMPs.
Closed location.
Maybe seeing actual conditions and applications.
5. What topics would you recommend for a future training?
More presentation on actual installation of BMPs.
Please submit at the end of the workshop. Thank You for Your Comments!

Yes.
Plan review techniques and proper applications.
None.
Spray water to test measures.
Private developments C.3 inspections.
How to inspect on-site.

6. General Comments?
Very good class. Effective speaker and kept the class interesting.
Have more work site visits with SWPPP.
State problem for each photo, for reference.
This is the first SWPPP training I, as a Building Inspector, have gained knowledge that can
be used in the field.
Overall beneficial training and great to see class into practice.
Thanks for the sodas at the site!

Please submit at the end of the workshop. Thank You for Your Comments!

